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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Self-adaptive systems aim to efficiently respond to a wide range of
changes in their operational environment by dynamically altering
their behaviour. Such systems are typically comprised of a base system, implementing core functionality, and an adaptation decision
process, which determines how the base system must change at
different points in its execution. These two components coordinate
through a set of adaptation events: a set of execution points of the
former where the latter is invoked. The pattern of these events is
crucial for the overall system to achieve (a) correctness against specific requirements, and (b) efficiency of system resources. Existing
techniques for modelling self-adaptive systems usually hardcode
adaptation events within the base system or the adaptation decision process. This limits system designers in discovering correct
and optimal patterns of adaptation events, as changing those involves significant changes in the model. In this work we present
Self-Adaptive Automata, an abstract modelling framework which
decouples adaptation event patterns from the descriptions of base
systems and adaptation decision processes. In our framework, base
systems expose execution points where adaptation may happen—in
the most general case this can include all system states—and adaptation decision processes are parametric to these points. A distinct
automaton then pinpoints when in the system adaptation must happen. Using this framework system designers can experiment with
different adaptation event patterns, without modifications to the
base system or the adaptation decision process, and discover correct
and efficient patterns. We show that our framework is compatible
with traditional verification tools by providing an adequate translation from Self-Adaptive Automata into FDR, in which correctness
against requirements can be verified. We also prove that, although
our automata framework includes dynamic self-modifying features,
it corresponds to standard models of computation. We illustrate the
use of our framework through a use case of a self-adaptive system
of autonomous search-and-rescue rovers.

• Software and its engineering → System modeling languages;
Formal software verification; • Theory of computation →
Automata extensions;
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1

INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing number of systems engineered to be resilient, efficiently responding to a wide range of changes in their
operational environments without human intervention [28, 29].
Self-adaptive systems aim to fulfil this goal by autonomously modifying their behaviour, reacting to environmental changes. Such
systems consist of a base system and an adaptation decision process which modifies base system functionality. Designers of these
systems must decide at which system execution points should adaptation be invoked in order for the system to operate efficiently and
satisfy its requirements. These points can be as simple as timing
events (e.g., every X seconds), can be triggered by specific system
events, or even have a complex logic taking account the execution
history and state of the system.
Existing modelling approaches for self-adaptive systems often
distinguish the adaptation decision process from the base system,
but encode adaptation event points directly in one, or both, of these
components (e.g., [4, 13, 19, 25, 26, 36, 40]). The drawback of this
approach is that the pattern of adaptation events becomes a crosscutting concern which is scattered within the model of the system.
Modifying this pattern in search for a correct and optimal model
often requires significant changes to the description of the base
system and/or the adaptation decision process, which has to be
done in an ad-hoc manner.
However, modularising adaptation event patterns is not easy [15].
Although some systems may be able to support such events at every
state, others must disallow them during critical sections of their
execution. Moreover, adaptation decision processes may be able
to operate only at a subset of the system states. For example, a
collision avoidance system of autonomous vehicles, realised as an
adaptation decision process, may assume that it is invoked at states
where vehicles are not too close to each other, where reasonable
direction changes can deter collisions. These aspects must be taken
into account when adaptation event patterns are modelled or implemented, and the maximum degree of freedom for choosing these
patterns should be allowed in each use case.
In this paper we propose an abstract model for self-adaptive
systems, which we call Self-Adaptive Automata (SAA). With this
automata-based model we abstract away as many implementation
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details as possible of self-adaptive systems and focus only on the
composition of their three main components: base system, adaptation decision process, and adaptation event pattern. This allows us
to explore the design space of these components, keeping the others
constant. In particular we can use this model to identify efficient
adaptation event patterns in self-adaptive systems. Our model is
also useful in proving system correctness (and thus the correctness
of adaptation patterns) against requirements. We provide an adequate translation from SAA to FDR [16], where we can verify system
properties. This high-level model can be used as an abstract description of self-adaptive systems, where key system aspects such as
adaptation patterns can be explored, and key requirements verified.
From that, a correct and efficient implementation could be derived
through refinement, leveraging FDR’s refinement infrastructure.
In SAA, adaptation events are exposed in execution traces by a
novel, special-purpose ⋆-transition. The effect of a ⋆-transition is
the modification of the automaton’s entire transition function (a
modification of its behaviour), according to the adaptation decision
process, encoded as a partial function within the model. This can
capture may- and must-adapt events. We use may-adapt events in
the modelling of base systems, exposing the states where the system can invoke the adaptation decision process. These events are
optional because other transitions from the same states allow the
system to skip adaptation. Must-adapt events are used in the definition of adaptation event patterns, which are distinct automata—
potentially implementing complex logic—with states whose only
outgoing transition is an adaptation (⋆-transition). Composition
of a system model with an adaptation pattern model synchronises
adaptation events, in effect enforcing the adaptation pattern to
the system. The benefit of this approach is that we can change
the adaptation pattern without changing the model of the whole
system.
We illustrate the use of SAA through the use case of a selfadaptive system of autonomous search-and-rescue vehicles, inspired by related work [1, 11, 25, 30]. Using our model, we are able
to encode the base system and the adaptation decision process independently, separating them from adaptation event patterns. We
are thus able to explore radically different adaptation patterns, and
prove their correctness through our translation to FDR.
Our model extends standard automata with a self-modifying feature. Related extensions have been shown to significantly enhance
the base model of computation [33]. Here we prove that this is not
the case with SAA, by showing a correspondence between SAA
and the standard model of execution monitors [35]. This also shows
that adaptation in our framework can enforce all safety properties.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next section
presents the use case of a self-adaptive system of autonomous
vehicles. Section 3 gives a high-level overview of our modelling
framework. Section 4 provides the technical details of SAA and
discusses how our use case can be encoded in it. Section 5 defines
a translation from SAA to CSP [21], which is FDR’s core language,
and shows that this translation is adequate. The same section details
how the autonomous vehicles model can be verified in FDR through
the translation. Section 6 describes the correspondence between
the computation model of SAA and execution monitors. Finally, in
section 7 we discuss related work and in section 8 our conclusions.
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Figure 1: Self-Adaptive Autonomous Vehicles System.
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SELF-ADAPTIVE AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

Here we consider a simple self-adaptive system for search-andrescue operations by unmanned vehicles, inspired by previous work
[1, 11, 25, 30]. The system consists of a number of vehicles moving
autonomously in a search area, and a central coordinator responsible for avoiding collisions between vehicles and vehicles escaping
the search area. This is achieved by the vehicles reporting their
position to the coordinator at specific points in their execution,
and the coordinator running a centralised adaptation decision process, changing the behaviour of vehicles through remote commands
when a collision is imminent. If two vehicles are closer together than
a minimum critical distance the coordinator adjusts their behaviour
so that they move further apart before continuing their normal
movement. The following basic requirements must be satisfied by
the system:
Req. 1: Vehicles must not collide with each other.
Req. 2: All vehicles must remain within the search area.
Req. 3: Every position in the search area must be eventually explored by the vehicles.
The base system here involves the actual vehicle movement,
which can be random, or towards specific coordinates when instructed by the adaptation. The adaptation decision process can
take as input the current coordinates of the vehicles, their speed,
and direction, and issue adaptation commands to the vehicles, nudging them apart, when a possible collision is detected. Both of these
components do not depend on the exact points where adaptation is
invoked. It would thus be desirable to model our base system in a
liberal way, allowing adaptation at virtually every state.1
Such a model would allow us to explore different adaptation
event patterns that ensure system correctness, and evaluate them
in terms of efficiency. Here we consider two such patterns.
Time-Triggered Implementation: A possible adaptation event pattern could invoke the adaptation procedure at predefined time
intervals. This means that time must be explicit in the model which,
in an automata-based model, can be done with tock self-loops in
every state of the base system.
The adaptation decision process, assuming a minimum frequency
of adaptation events, can compute new positions for vehicles that
are in danger of collision or escaping the search area (see fig. 1) It
should then be possible to verify that if adaptation events occur
with at least that frequency, then Req. 1 and Req. 2 are satisfied.
The third requirement, Req. 3, should also be satisfied, if vehicle
movement is indeed random and the adaptation procedure does
not always send vehicles to the same coordinates.
1 If

the adaptation decision manager makes assumptions about the system states it is
invoked (e.g., a minimum distance between vehicles) then this should be taken into
account by the allowed adaptation points.

Self-Adaptive Automata
Event-Triggered Implementation: An alternative implementation
approach of the vehicles’ coordinator is to invoke an adaptation
procedure when vehicles are closer than a minimum distance and
a collision is possible. With this adaptation pattern, the position of
the vehicles must be monitored and once the minimum distance is
reached for a pair of vehicles, an adaptation event occurs.
In large search areas this event-triggered adaptation pattern can
be more efficient, in that it can preserve the system requirements
with fewer invocations of the adaptation decision process.

3

OVERVIEW OF THE MODELLING
FRAMEWORK

Two main components of a self-adaptive system are the base system
and the adaptation decision process. As we discussed in the introduction, a third, equally important component is the adaptation
event pattern. In our modelling framework, we use the abstract
formalism of automata to express these components.
The base system is essentially a standard automaton, with states
and a labelled-transition function. This expresses the regular behaviour of the system. To encode the adaptation decision process,
we extend such automata with a special-purpose transition, annotated with a ⋆. During this transition, an adaptation function Π,
which is part of the definition of our automata, inputs the current
system state and outputs a new transition function and a new state
for the system. The new transition function replaces the existing
transition function of the base system, changing the automaton’s
behaviour and encoding adaptation. The new state enables the encoding of information sent from the adaptation decision process to
the base system. Note that Π is partial, meaning that ⋆-transitions
may not be defined for some system states. This allows us to encode
may-adapt transitions; i.e., the possibility of adaptation at these
states.
When a system designer models a self-adaptive system in SAA,
the base behaviour of the system is first identified and encoded as
a standard automaton. Then, inspecting the requirements of the
system, a decision procedure is encoded as a function from states to
transition functions and states. The states for which this function
is defined get a ⋆-transition (can-adapt).
The last ingredient of the model is the adaptation pattern: when
must the adaptation function be invoked during the execution of
the automaton. In SAA this is encoded as a separate automaton
which we call adaptation automaton, satisfying specific properties (see definition 4.3). After composition with the base system,
the adaptation automaton determines the states where adaptation
must happen, essentially pruning the outgoing transitions of canadapt states of the base system. The encoding of adaptation event
patterns as adaptation automata allows the system designer to encode multiple—simple and complex—adaptation event patterns, and
evaluate them in terms of efficiency. Once a suitable adaptation
automaton is established, the system can be verified for correctness
through a translation to FDR.

4

SELF-ADAPTIVE AUTOMATA

We now present Self-Adaptive Automata (SAA), a formalism for
modelling self-adaptive systems, and use them to model the autonomous vehicles example. Key aspects of SAA is the encoding of
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adaptation by dynamic modification of the transition function, and
the inclusion of adaptation events in execution traces through a
special-purpose ⋆ action. The latter is important for adaptation actions to synchronise during SAA composition. The formal definition
of SAA is the following.
Definition 4.1 (Self-Adaptive Automata). A Self-Adaptive Automaton (SAA) M is a tuple ⟨Q, Σ, ∆, q 0 , δ 0 , Π⟩ where:
• Q is a set of states;
• Σ is a set of symbols; we let a range over Σ;
• ∆ ∈ P (Q × Σ ⇀ Q ) is a set of transition functions, partially
mapping states and symbols to states;
• q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state;
• δ 0 ∈ ∆ is the initial transition function;
• Π ∈ Q ⇀ Q × ∆ is the adaptation function, partially mapping
states to states and transition functions.
In SAA, behaviour modification (i.e., adaptation) is an atomic
action. It occurs as a single ⋆-event. This is a useful simplification
when considering high-level models of SA systems, although it may
not capture the behaviour of systems where adaptation is propagated non-atomically, perhaps for performance reasons. Moreover,
the definition considers deterministic SAA in order to compare with
EMs (cf. section 6) which are also deterministic. The translation to
CSP (cf. section 5) can be adapted to non-deterministic SAAs.
The operational semantics of an SAA is defined as a labelled
transition system (LTS) over configurations containing the current
state and active transition function of the automaton. We use the
symbol ⋆ to label adaptation transitions; we let Σ⋆ = Σ ∪ {⋆} and
a⋆ range over Σ⋆ .
a

⟨q, δ ⟩ −−−→ ⟨q ′, δ ⟩
⋆

⟨q, δ ⟩ −−−→ ⟨q ′, δ ′ ⟩

if δ (q, a) = q ′
if Π(q) = ⟨q ′, δ ′ ⟩

This semantics shows that SAA configurations transition according to the function δ in the configuration, which can change by
⋆-transitions, modelling adaptation. These adaptation transitions
make SAA an expressive framework for adaptive systems, while
still remaining a standard computation model (section 6). Note traditional deterministic automata are a special case of SAA, with no
⋆-transitions.
Example 4.2. We now turn our attention to the example in section 2. We can model this example with an SAA
M1 = ⟨Q, Σ, ∆, q 0 , δ 0 , Π⟩
composed of the following elements:
Σ = {goto.p1 .p2 | p1 , p2 ∈ Loc}
Q = {⟨p1 , p2 ⟩ | p1 , p2 ∈ Loc}
Here we assume a set of locations Loc representing the possible
positions of a vehicle, and a distance function d (p1 , p2 ) which gives
the cartesian distance of any two points. We assume that there are
positions every one unit on the horizontal and vertical axes. For
simplicity we restrict our attention to a system with two vehicles,
and consequently the transitions goto.p1 .p2 track the positions of
these vehicles over time. We use one state for each pair of positions
of the two vehicles.
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The initial transition function δ 0 allows the vehicles to move
to any position which is at most one distance unit away from the
current position; in effect vehicles can move one position to the
left, right, up or down, or stay at the same position.


⟨m 1 , m 2 ⟩
if d (p1 , m 1 ) ≤ 1



δ 0 (⟨p1 , p2 ⟩, дoto.m 1 .m 2 ) = 
and d (p2 , m 2 ) ≤ 1



 undefined otherwise

Recall from section 2 that if the coordinator deems that the vehicles
are too close, it will issue a command for the vehicles to move
further apart. This is captured here with a transition function where
the two vehicles can only move to certain positions, before making
any more moves. This transition function depends on the current
positions of the vehicles, p1 and p2 , and the positions that they must
move to, l 1 and l 2 , respectively. Thus we have a family of transition
functions which depend on these parameters:
δ ⟨s1,s2 ⟩→⟨l1,l2 ⟩ (⟨p1 , p2 ⟩, дoto.m 1 .m 2 ) =


⟨m 1 , m 2 ⟩
if m 1 = l 1 , m 2 = l 2 , s 1 = p1 and s 2 = p2



 ⟨m 1 , m 2 ⟩
s
1 , p 1 , s 2 , p 2 and d (p 1 , m 1 ) ≤ 1, d (p 2 , m 2 ) ≤ 1



 undefined otherwise

This function allows only a single move from ⟨s 1 , s 2 ⟩; that to ⟨l 1 , l 2 ⟩.
From any other ⟨p1 , p2 ⟩ all valid moves are allowed.
The model has an adaptation transition from every state.
Π(⟨p1 , p2 ⟩) =

(⟨p1 , p2 ⟩, δ ⟨p1,p2 ⟩→⟨p1′ ,p2′ ⟩ )








 (⟨p , p ⟩, δ )
0
 1 2

if danger (⟨p1 , p2 ⟩)
and safe(⟨p1 , p2 ⟩) = ⟨p1′ , p2′ ⟩
otherwise

Adaptation relies on the auxiliary predicate danger which identifies the states where vehicles are too close to each other, and the
function safe which, when given a dangerous position, returns safe
positions that the vehicles can move to, as depicted in fig. 1.
Although adaptation is possible at every state, the system does
not need to adapt after every move, provided that there is enough
distance between vehicles, and between vehicles and the border. For
example if danger (⟨p1 , p2 ⟩) is true when p1 and p2 are at distance
less than six units between them and less than three units from the
border, and assuming safe moves vehicles to positions where the
danger predicate is false, then the system can safely adapt every
two transitions, guaranteeing no collisions.
As we will see in the next subsection, different adaptation automata can be defined independently from the base system and
adaptation decision process, and be combined with them through
automata composition.

4.1

Adaptation Automata

Here we model adaptation event patterns as a special class of SAA,
which we call adaptation automata. We also define composition of
SAA, used for enforcing an adaptation event patterns on system
models.
An adaptation automaton pinpoints which adaptation moves
must be performed. Consequently, it can be modelled by an SAA
whose adaptation transitions are mandatory. This means that states
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with outgoing adaptation transitions have no other outgoing transition.
Moreover, we assume that a single adaptation move is powerful
enough to give the system the desired behaviour. Therefore, adaptation policies, by definition, have no two consecutive ⋆-moves. This
excludes the possibility of infinite adaptation moves and makes the
number of possible consecutive adaptation moves deterministic (it
is always one).
Definition 4.3 (adaptation automaton). We say an SAA
M = ⟨Q, Σ, ∆, q 0 , δ 0 , Π⟩
is an adaptation automaton when for all q ∈ Q and δ ∈ ∆ the
following conditions hold:
⋆

a

(1) if ⟨q, δ ⟩−−
̸ −→ then ⟨q, δ ⟩ −−−→ , for all a ∈ Σ and;
⋆

a

(2) if ⟨q, δ ⟩ −−−→ ⟨q ′, δ ′ ⟩ then ⟨q, δ ⟩−−
̸ −→ , for all a ∈ Σ;
⋆

⋆

(3) if ⟨q, δ ⟩ −−−→ ⟨q ′, δ ′ ⟩ then ⟨q ′, δ ′ ⟩−−
̸ −→
We will call a state with an outgoing ⋆-transition, an adaptation
state, and any other state a regular state. The aim of the adaptation
automaton is to pinpoint the adaptation points during a system’s
execution. The adaptation automaton should not influence the execution in any other way or include alternative execution paths
which allow a system to bypass an adaptation. These two properties
are respectively enforced by Conditions 1 and 2 in the above definition. Condition 1 ensures that if an adaptation is not to occur from
the current state then the adaptation automaton must enable all Σtransitions so as not to influence the system’s execution. Condition
2, together with the fact that SAA are deterministic by definition,
ensures that when adaptation automaton state that an adaptation
is to happen, both the adaptation automaton and the base system
have no alternative transition except the adaptation.
One of the benefits of SAAs is that they can be composed by
automata intersection. In particular we will use this to compose
models of systems with adaptation automata.
Definition 4.4 (SAA Composition). Let
M1 = ⟨Q 1 , Σ, ∆1 , q 0′ , δ 0′ , Π1 ⟩
and
M2 = ⟨Q 2 , Σ, ∆2 , q 0′′, δ 0′′, Π2 ⟩
be SAA. We define M1 ∩ M2 to be the SAA:
⟨Q 1 × Q 2 , Σ, ∆, (q 0′ , q 0′′ ), δ 0′ ∩ δ 0′′, Π⟩
where Q 1 × Q 2 is the cartesian product of the states and
∆ ={δ 1 ∩ δ 2 |δ 1 ∈ ∆1 and δ 2 ∈ ∆2 }
(δ 1 ∩ δ 2 )(⟨q 1 , q 2 ⟩, a) = ⟨q 1′ , q 2′ ⟩
if δ 1 (q 1 , a) = q 1′ , δ 2 (q 2 , a) = q 2′
Π(⟨q 1 , q 2 ⟩) =⟨(q 1′ , q 2′ ), δ 1′ ∩ δ 2′ ⟩
if Π1 (q 1 ) = ⟨q 1′ , δ 1′ ⟩, Π2 (q 2 ) = ⟨q 2′ , δ 2′ ⟩
Theorem 4.5. For any two SAAs M1 and M2 :
(1) if M 1 or M 2 is an adaptation automaton then M 1 ∩ M 2 is an
adaptation automaton;
(2) if M 1 and M 2 are finite then M 1 ∩ M 2 is finite;
(3) SAA intersection is a commutative, associative and idempotent
operation.

Self-Adaptive Automata
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дot o .m 1 .m 2
0

1

дot o .m 1 .m 2

functional requirements under the failure model. However they do
not satisfy the functional requirements with respect to the failuredivergence model. This is because our systems have inherent internal divergences. In the vehicle system, for example, the vehicles
may move over the same positions without exploring the entire
search space.

2

{дot o .m 1 .m 2 | safe(m 1, m2) }

0

1

{дot o .m 1 .m 2 | danger (m 1, m2) }

Figure 2: The transition function for A1 (top) and A2 (bottom)

5.1

CSP and FDR

We first briefly overview the structure of CSP [21] processes:
P, Q ::= a → P | P 2 Q | P ∥ Q | SKIP | STOP

Returning to the example of section 2 we note that a self-adaptive
system may satisfy a requirement only under certain adaptation
event patterns. For example, the vehicle system modelled in example 4.2 avoids collisions only if adaptation runs at least once every
two system transitions.
Example 4.6. In section 2 we discussed two adaptation event
patterns for autonomous vehicles. Here we encode them as adaptation automata as shown in fig. 2. The time-triggered adaptation
automaton requires adaptation every two transitions. Let
A1 = ⟨Q, Σ, ∆, q 0 , δ 0 , Π⟩
where
[

Q=

qi

Σ = {goto.p1 .p2 | p1 , p2 ∈ Loc}

∆ = {δ 0 }

i ∈0...2


qi+1
δ 0 (qi , goto.p1 .p2 ) = 
 undefined


 ⟨q 0 , δ 0 ⟩
if q = q 2
Π(q) = 
 undefined otherwise


if i ∈ {0, 1}
otherwise

Dually, the event-triggered adaptation automaton discussed in
section 2 requires an adaptation when the vehicles becoming dangerously close to one another. Let
A2 = ⟨Q, Σ, ∆, q 0 , δ 0 , Π⟩
where
Q = {q 0 , q 1 }

Σ = {goto.p1 .p2 | p1 , p2 ∈ Loc}
∆ = {δ 0 }
q 0 if q = q 0 and safe(⟨p1 , p2 ⟩)

δ 0 (q, goto.p1 .p2 ) = 
q 1 if q = q 0 and danger (⟨p1 , p2 ⟩)

Π(q 1 ) = ⟨q 0 , δ 0 ⟩

Note that the conditions of adaptation automata allow us to
abstract over the implementation details of both the system and
the adaptation function but pinpoint exactly where the adaptation
must happen. For instance, in A1 , only the ⋆-transition is enabled
in q 2 , in contrast with q 0 and q 1 which enable all non-adaptive
transitions.

5

REFINEMENT-BASED VERIFICATION

Here we give an encoding of SAA into CSP and use the FDR verifier to prove such policies (safety requirements) in our examples
using FDR’s trace model. We also use the encoding to reason about
functional requirements using the CSP failure model, as well as
the failure-divergence model. As we show in this section, our example systems do indeed satisfy the safety requirements, and the

A

| if b then P else P | P[[a /b ]] | P △A Q | P\A
Here a → P means that the process P is guarded by action a. CSP
allows us to pattern-match a. External (deterministic) choice P 2 Q
allows the environment to choose between synchronising with P
or Q. The processes if b then P else P, P\A and P[[a /b ]] represent
conditional, action hiding and process renaming from b to a respectively. SKIP and STOP model successful termination and deadlock,
respectively. Finally, interleaving P ∥ Q requires P and Q to synA

chronise on actions in the set A but requires no synchronisation on
events not in A and P △A Q is a hybrid of interrupt and interleaving.
As with interrupt, any event that P performs does not resolve the
operator. If Q ever performs a visible event that is not in A then
this resolves the choice and the process behaves as Q.
The three main semantic models of CSP are trace (T), stable
failure (F) and failure-divergence (FD) models. In the trace model,
P ⊑T Q denotes that traces(Q ) ⊆ traces(P ). This is useful for specifying safety properties, i.e., all the traces of implementation Q are
in the traces of the specification P. In the stable failure model, we
compare the set of failures: failures(Q ) ⊆ failures(P ). A failure is
the possibility to refuse a set of actions after performing a trace. In
this model, we can define liveliness properties, by showing that if an
action is not refused (i.e., it eventually happens) in the specification
P, then it is also not refused by implementation Q. Finally, in the
failure-divergence model, we further compare the set of diverging
processes: failures(Q )∪divergence(Q ) ⊆ failures(P )∪divergence(P ).
Here a divergence is a trace that can lead to an infinite loop, thus
refusing to perform any observable transition after the loop.
FDR [16] is an automatic refinement tool for machine readable
CSP - CSPM . [34] We can check that an implementation refines
the specification according to one of the semantic models through
assertions assert Spec [M= Impl where M ∈ {T, F, FD} We can
also verify that the implementation is deterministic, deadlock free
and livelock free (divergence free) according to one of the semantic
models assert Impl :[deadlock free [M]].

5.2

Translation to CSP

Any SAA
M=⟨Q, Σ, ∆, q 0 , δ 0 , Π⟩
with finite ∆ can be translated into CSPM by following the following
steps:
D representing the set of states Q. We
(1) We define a data-type Q
write qD for the translated state q.
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(2) We define events to represent Σ . We also define low-level
adaptation events {⋆⟨D
q ⟩ | q ∈ Q }; where we attach the state
to the adaptation event. For instance ⋆⟨D
q 0 ⟩ represents Π(q 0 ).
(3) We translate a transition function δ ∈ ∆ as a parametric
process taking the state and performing the next transition
from that state as defined by δ , i.e.,
δD(D
q ) = 2{e → δD(D
q ′ ) | e ∈ Σ and δ (q, e) = q ′ }
The SAA semantics allows us to perform a ⋆-transition if
q is an adaptable state (Π(q) is defined). For each adaptable
state, we add the ⋆-transition to the choice of events that
can be performed,
δD(D
q ) =⋆⟨D
q ⟩ → STOP

if Π(q) = ⟨δ, q ′ ⟩

q ′ ) | e ∈ Σ and δ (q, e) = q ′ }
2{e → δD(D
(4) Adaptation is the replacement of one transition function by
another. In the translation this is encoded as the interruption of a process to initiate another process. In our model,
adaptation is defined with respect to the state at the time of
the adaptation. We utilise the interrupt construct in CSP to
implement the adaptation functionality. Recall we communicate the state with an ⋆-transition. Thus, Π needs to evolve
to the correct process according to that state. Intuitively,

⋆⟨D
q 1 ⟩ → δD1′ (D
q 1′ )





′
D
q 2 ⟩ → δ 2 (D
q 2′ )
D = 2 ⋆⟨D
Π


..



.


if Π(q 1 ) = ⟨δ 1′ , q 1′ ⟩
if Π(q 2 ) = ⟨δ 2′ , q 2′ ⟩

Assuming P = (e → P ′ ) 2 (⋆⟨q 1 ⟩ → STOP ). In the process
D P can evolve though the event e, but as soon as
P △⋆⟨ ⟩ Π,
the transition ⋆⟨q 1 ⟩ is taken, this event synchronises with
′
D and the process δD′ (D
one of the events in Π
1 q 1 ) is initiated
instead of P.
Note that the new processes P1 may need to adapt as well
D
so we recursively include the interrupt construct in Π,
)
(
Π(q) = ⟨δ, q ′ ⟩
D = 2 ⋆⟨D
D
Π
q ⟩ → (δD(D
q ′ ) △⋆⟨ ⟩ Π)
and q ∈ Q M
(5) The final step is to initialise the SAA M to the initial configuration δ 0 (q 0 ). Recall that this process can be interrupted
by an adaptation as explained in item 4. We define M as


L = δD0 (D
D [[⋆/⋆⟨D
q ⟩ | q ∈ Q ]]
M
q 0 ) △⋆⟨ ⟩ Π
In our model an SA system is defined as the composition of the
system and an adaptation automaton. An adaptation automaton
is an SAA and hence can be translated to a CSP process using
the technique explained above. The intersection of the two SAA,
A ∩ M, can be implemented using the CSP parallel composition
construct.
L
D ∥ M
A
Event s

Because we add state information to all the ⋆-transitions, local to
the SAA, we strip such information before composing the two SAA
together.
Theorem 5.1. Consider a SAA M = ⟨Q, Σ, ∆, q 0 , δ 0 , Π⟩, let σ =
[[⋆/⋆⟨D
q ⟩ | q ∈ Q ]], then for all q ∈ Q, δ ∈ ∆,
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α

(1) ⟨q, δ ⟩ −−−→ ⟨q ′, δ ′ ⟩ implies




D σ −−α−→ δD′ (D
D σ
δD(D
q ) △ {⋆} Π
q ′ ) △ {⋆} Π


D σ −−α−→ P implies
(2) δD(D
q ) △ {⋆} Π


D σ and ⟨q, δ ⟩ −−α−→ ⟨q ′, δ ′ ⟩
P = δD′ (D
q ′ ) △ {⋆} Π
Proof. By induction on the transitions.

□

This theorem shows that the translation is a strong bisimulation.
Therefore the trace, failure, and failure-divergence models of FDR
apply to SAA through the translation.
Example 5.2. Recall the system in section 2, modelled as an SAA
in example 4.2. We show the CSP representation of the example
with two vehicles.
D = {⟨p1 , p2 ⟩ | p1 , p2 ∈Loc}
(1) First we define the set of states Q
(2) We define the set of events as Σ and the low-level adaptation
events which incorporate the system state:
D
Σ = {дoto.m 1 .m 2 | m 1 , m 2 ∈Loc} ∪ {⋆⟨p1 , p2 ⟩ | p1 , p2 ∈Loc}
(3) We have two types of transition functions: the initial transition function δ allowing all movements and δ (m,n) which
initially allows one transition (coordinator’s command) and
then any movement

дoto.m 1 .m 2 → δD0 (D
y)
δD0 (D
q) = 2 
⋆⟨D
 q ⟩ → STOP
D
δm→n (D
q) =

дoto.m 1 .m 2 → δDm→n (D
y)
⋆⟨D
q
⟩
→
STOP


2 

δ 0 (q, дoto.m 1 .m 2 ) = y
Π(q) = is defined

δm→n (q, дoto.m 1 .m 2 ) = y
Π(q) is defined

(4) The adaptation function Π is implemented as
(
D = 2 ⋆⟨p1 , p2 ⟩ → (P △⋆⟨ ⟩ Π)
D
Π

Π(⟨p1 , p2 ⟩) = ⟨δm→n , ⟨p1 , p2 ⟩⟩
and P = δDm→n (⟨p1 , p2 ⟩)

)

L in CSP as
(5) With the above, we implement M
D
δD0 (⟨l 1 , l 2 ⟩) △⋆⟨ ⟩ Π
We translate also the two adaptation automata presented in
example 4.6. The adaptation automaton A1 requires adaptation
every two steps. We model A1 in CSP as shown below,
DA ={0..2}
Q
1
D
Σ ={дoto.m 1 .m 2 | m 1 , m 2 ∈Loc} ∪ {⋆⟨x⟩ | x ∈ 0..2}
δDA1 (x ) = if x < 2
then 2{дoto.m 1 .m 2 → δDA1 (x + 1) | m 1 , m 2 ∈Loc}
else ⋆⟨2⟩ → STOP
D =⋆⟨2⟩ → (δDA (0) △⋆⟨2⟩ Π)
D
Π
1
Similarly, the trigger-based adaptation automaton A2 requires adaptation when the vehicles’ locations satisfy the predicate danger. We
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model A2 as
DA ={0, 1} D
Q
Σ = {дoto.m 1 .m 2 | m 1 , m 2 ∈Loc} ∪ {⋆⟨0⟩, ⋆⟨1⟩}
2

дoto.m 1 .m 2 → δDA2 (0)
δDA2 (0) = 2 
дoto.m 1 .m 2 → δD (1)
A2

δDA2 (1) =⋆⟨1⟩ → STOP
D =⋆⟨1⟩ → (δDA (0) △⋆⟨1⟩ Π)
D
Π

We run all the tests in parallel with the implementation and hide
all the events except the success events,
Tests =
(([|{|goto|}|] l:Locs @ T(l)) [|{|goto|}|] Impl) |\{success}

if m 1 , m 2 ∈Loc, safe(m 1 , m 2 )
if m 1 , m 2 ∈Loc, danger (m 1 , m 2 )

The requirement is satisfied if all the tests pass or stated alternatively the number of success events is the same as the number of
locations.

2

G
Finally, A
1 ∩ M is
Impl = δDA1 (0)[⋆/⋆⟨D
q ⟩ | q ∈ Q A1 ]

∥

Event s

G
Note that A
2 ∩ M is defined analogously by replacing the adaptation automaton only,
Impl2 = δDA2 (0)[⋆/⋆⟨D
q ⟩ | q ∈ Q A2 ]

∥

Event s

L ⋆/⋆⟨D
M[
q ⟩ | q ∈ QM ]

Properties Proven using FDR. Using FDR, we verify that the system with both adaptation policies satisfy the requirements Req. 1,
Req. 2 and Req. 3 from section 2 by proving that the implementations Impl and Impl2 refine the following three specification
processes. The safety requirement Req. 1 assert that vehicles never
collide or stated differently no two vehicles go to the same location.
This can be specified as
Req1 = goto?x: Int?y: {y | y<-Int, d(x,y) > 0} -> Req1
Similarly, we verify that all vehicles remain within the search
space (Req. 2) by showing the implementations refines a specification process Req2 which recursively accepts any дoto.m 1 .m 2 for
m 1 and m 2 within the search space. We assume Loc to be the set of
all locations in the search space.
Req2 = goto? : Loc ? : Loc -> Req2
We use the trace-semantic model to verify safety properties by
checking that any derivable trace in the implementation is also
derivable in the Specification. In particular, through FDR we can
verify the following assertion
assert Req1 [T= Impl
Note that we can verify the second implementation by either doing
similar assertions or alternatively show that the implementations
are trace equivalent up-to the adaptation automaton. We verify that
if we hide the ⋆ transitions, the implementation are trace equivalent,
i.e.,2
assert Impl2 |\{*} [T= Impl |\{*}
assert Impl |\{*} [T= Impl2 |\{*}
For the last requirement Req. 3, we want to verify that all positions in the search area are eventually visited. Since this is a
liveness property, trace inclusion is not sufficient. We verify Req. 3
by running the implementation in parallel with a test and check
that all possible paths can be extended to pass the test. For each
location l ∈ Locs, we define a test that broadcasts a success event,
signalling that the test passed, when the location l has been visited
by a vehicle:
T(l) = goto?x?y -> if d(x,p) == 0 or d(y,p) == 0
then success -> RUN({|goto|})
else T(l)
2P

Count(n) = n > 0 & success -> Count(n-1)
n == 0 & ok -> STOP

L ⋆/⋆⟨D
M[
q ⟩ | q ∈ QM ]

|\ A is equivalent to P \ diff(Events,A) where P performs only events not in A

In the assertion, we check that the ok event is never refused. The
verification ensures that from any path we can eventually broadcast
the ok event,
assert ok->STOP [F= (Count(n) [{success}] Tests)
|\{ok} Note that because the vehicles randomly choose the next
goto position, the implementation may diverge and running the
assertion using the failure-divergence semantic model would rightfully fail. For instance, if the vehicles transition indefinitely between
the same pair of locations, such trace can be extended to pass the
tests but the test never terminates.

6

EXECUTION MONITORS

Our last result is a study on the expressiveness of SAA by translating SAAs to standard automata. We show that SAA, although
dynamically change the transition function, do not alter the model
of computation of traditional automata. We do this by translating
SAAs to Execution Monitors (EM) [35]. Execution Monitors are
automata accepting a prefix-closed set of traces (the monitored
traces) which is co-recursively enumerable. This result shows that
SAA are unlike other dynamic automata, such as self-modifying
finite automata, which are more powerful than standard finite automata [33]. Moreover, since EM-enforceable properties correspond
to safety properties [35], it follows that adaptation in our framework
can enforce all such properties.
Here, we prove that SAA have the same power as EM by providing a bidirectional translation between the two models. This means
that adding self-adaptation to automata, as we do in SAA, does not
change the computational model. As shown in previous work for
self-modifiable automata [33], this is not always the case.
Execution Monitors is a specific sub-class of Büchi automata. An
EM M is formally defined as a tuple M = ⟨Q, Σ, q 0 , δ ⟩ where
•
•
•
•

Q is a potentially infinite set of states
Σ is a potentially infinite set of actions
q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state
δ : Q × Σ ⇀ Q is a (partial) transition function.

a
We write q −−−→ q ′ to represent a single transition δ (q, a) = q ′ ,
t

δ

and q 0 −−−→ to denote the transitive application of δ , where t
δ

ranges over a potentially infinite sequence of symbols a 0 , a 1 , . . .;
a0

a1

δ

δ

i.e., q 0 −−−→ q 1 −−−→ . . ..
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a
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q0

c

q1

⋆

q0

q1

a

q1

b

⋆

q1

b
q0

a

b

q0

q0

c

b

a
c

q0

q 1 (q 1 )

q 1 (q 1 )

a
b

b

q 0 (q 1 )

q 0 (q 1 )

Figure 3: The translation of an SAA to deterministic EM

6.1

Translating Self Adaptive Automata into
Execution Monitors

Intuitively, the transformation is a union of all instances of the
SAA obtained by adaptations where the ⋆-transitions are forced
whenever they are enabled.
The resulting automaton is the combination of all transition
functions δ ∈ ∆ linked by Π. The transformed states q 0 (q 1 ) give
us enough information to map back to the original state in SAA,
in this case q 0 (q 1 ) asserts that we are in state q 0 where the last
adaptation was on state q 1 .
In fig. 3 we present two examples of this translation. The SAA at
the top left is translated to the EM at the bottom left of the figure.
Note that in this EM we force and hide the ⋆-transition, when
enabled (grey state). The SAA at the top right of fig. 3 is not an
adaptation automaton because q 1 has both a ⋆- and an a-outgoing
transition. Through the translation, the resulting automaton is not
deterministic (state q 1 (q 1 ) has two outgoing transitions), and thus
it is not an EM.
We show that for an adaptation automaton the translation accepts the same set of traces, modulo the ⋆-events. For a trace t, we
let t − be the trace t stripped of the ⋆-events.
Q
Definition 6.1. For an SAA M = ⟨QA , Σ⋆ , ∆, q 0 , δ 0 , ⟩, we write
JMK for the EM ⟨Q, Σ, q 0 , δ ⟩ for which

Q =QA ⊎ q(p) q, p ∈ Q A

y ′ (y)





y ′ (p)
δ (q, a) = 


y ′ (q)



 ′
y

if q = x (p), Π(x ) = ⟨y, δ ′ ⟩ and y ′ = δ ′ (y, a)
else if q = x (p), Π(p) = ⟨y, δ ′ ⟩ and y ′ = δ ′ (x, a)
else if q ∈ Q A , Π(q) = ⟨y, δ ′ ⟩ and δ ′ (y, a) = y ′
else if q ∈ Q A , δ 0 (q, a) = y ′

The following theorem shows that JMK and M accept the same
set of traces, and that JMK is an EM, provided that M is deterministic.
Theorem 6.2. Suppose a SAA M = ⟨Q A , Σ⋆ , q 0 , δ 0 , Π⟩ has adaptation automaton and JMK = ⟨Q, Σ⋆ , q 0 , δ ⟩; then
t

t−

(1) ⟨q 0 , δ 0 ⟩ −−−→ iff q 0 −−−→
δ

(2) JMK is deterministic
(3) M is finite implies JMK is finite
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RELATED WORK

Hierarchical automata verified through model checking have
been extensively used to model SA systems [2, 7, 23, 26, 40]. Bruni
et al. [7] and Klarl [26] both present a methodology to compositionally model SA systems by decomposing the main system and
the main steps inside the adaptation manager. Bruni et al. illustrated their approach by modelling and verifying an SA system
using Maude, whereas Klarl define the HELENA adaptation pattern
which is systematically translated to Promela that can be verified
using SPIN [22]. Jalili et al. [2] define the HPobSAM framework for
modelling and verifying SA systems compositionally. The framework decomposes the system into components with well-defined
interfaces. Each components consists of an autonomous manager
that implements the adaptation pattern. In these models adaptation events are hard-coded in the system automaton. A change in
the adaptation pattern requires potentially significant change in
the automaton. In contrast, SAAs allow us to model the system
automaton by specifying may-adapt events at system states where
adaptation is possible. Through composition with a separate adaptation automaton the precise adaptation pattern is selected. This
allows us to model sophisticated patterns such as time-triggered
adaptation patterns. More importantly, by localising the adaptation
pattern, we can experiment with different ones without having to
change the main system.
Refinement-based verification has also been proposed for
reasoning about SA systems [18, 19]. Hachicha et al. [19] define a
set of pre-defined architectures for SA systems and discuss how
these can be automatically translated to Event-B for verification
purposes. Bartels et al. [4] discuss how to simulate dynamic process
creation needed for modelling adaptation in CSP. Göthel et al. [18]
extend the framework to include time dependencies. Adaptation
is only triggered when the current process finishes executing and
hence the system is blocked. Processes are all prefixed with a set
of guards and adaptation is implemented by configuring the different guards. It is unclear what is the expressive power of these
approaches when it comes to encoding sophisticated adaptation
patterns. In SAA adaptation patterns are expressed in the same
automata formalism as base systems, which we have shown to be
as expressive as Execution Monitors. Therefore adaptation patterns
in our framework can enforce all safety properties [35]. Moreover,
these refinement-based approaches do not localise the adaptation
pattern, thus making it difficult to change.
Petri Nets have also been proposed to model and verify SA
systems [9, 13, 38]. In particular, Zhang et al. [38] explain how
adaptation can be modelled as a transition between petri nets. The
model has been extended to time-based petri nets by Camilli et
al. [8]. In a similar fashion, Cardozo et al. [9] define context petri
nets (CPN) to model adaptation as a dynamic reconfiguration of
the petri net. They present a systematic translation of CPN to
traditional petri nets. Ding et al. [13] discuss an implementation
of the adaptation decision process that wires pre-defined petri
nets together based on AI. In these abstract models adaptation is a
non-deterministic transition that may lead to many states and hardcoded in the system model. Contrary to this, our framework is more
deterministic, where adaptation is a function of the current state of
the system. Moreover, our use of may-adapt and must-adapt events
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allows us to decouple the adaptation pattern from the description
of the main system, allowing for more modularity.
Runtime models, whereby (possibly partial) system models are
generated automatically at runtime to guide the adaptation process
have been proposed as a method for correctly implementing SA
systems [3, 17, 20, 32, 39]. Goldsby et al. [17] utilise the AVIDA
tool to automatically generate UML for different target systems.
Zhao et al. [39] outline how RT-UMLs can be model-checked at
runtime. This enables the adaptation decision process in SA systems
to compare different adaptation alternatives and choose an appropriate one according to non-functional requirements. Pasquale et
al. [32] and Almorsy et al. [3] both present tools for adapting security measures at runtime within a SA system to optimally satisfy
a requirement in a changing environment. Pasquale et al. present
SecuriTAS where requirements are modelled as fuzzy casual networks and the system adjust the security measures to optimally
satisfy the network and Almorsy et al. [3] present MDSE@R which
utilise aspect-oriented programming techniques to inject adaptable security measures in the system. This line of work focuses
mostly on strategies for efficiently implementing dynamic adaptation procedures, geared towards implementation. In principle
SAA could be used as a framework to verify the correctness of
such systems at design time. The adaptation procedure could be
encoded in the Π component of our automata, and the states where
adaptation happens could be represented modularly as adaptation
pattern automata. The latter is crucial for the correctness of these
systems.
Process Languages have been used to model and verify SA
systems [5, 12, 27, 36]. Debois et al. [12] define the DCR process
language, a Turing-complete declarative process language. A practically useful and decidable sub-class of the language is shown to
be equivalent to büchi automata. Unlike our work, adaptation in
[12] is implemented as guards on events, which means that both
the adaptation process and pattern are embedded within the main
system. Lochau et al. [27] define DeltaCCS, an extension for CCS
where may-adaptation events can be modelled in the language.
Verification is through a special-purpose model checker. Schroeder
et al. [36] present a model where adaptation is implemented by
changing well-defined components that satisfy the same assumptions. Bravetti et al. define E-calculus, a higher-order extension of
CCS for modelling adaptable processes [6]. The work studies the
(un)decidability of verifying safety and liveness properties with
sub-variants of the language. Contrary to these works, SAA are designed to encode adaptation patterns with must-adaptation events,
something which is difficult to achieve in CCS-based languages
without losing modularity of the adaptation patterns. Moreover, we
show that SAA can be translated to FDR (and we envisage to other
established tools), taking advantage of existing and future verification technology. We have also showed that adaptation in SAA
corresponds to EMs, and therefore can enforce all safety properties.
Session types and assume-guarantee reasoning have been
used to model adaptation in SA systems [5, 36]. Bono et al. [5]
discuss how global session types can implement adaptation within a
system. This provides a level of modularity for adaptation patterns,
similar to our work. However, adaptation is modelled as a finegrained communication filter rather than behaviour modification.
It is unclear what class of properties can be enforced with this
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technique. We have showed that adaptation in SAA enforces safety
properties.
Other Frameworks have been proposed to model SA systems,
such as PobSAM [1, 25], ActivFORMS [24] and Rainbow [10, 14].
PobSAM uses the actor-based language REBECA to model SA systems [1, 25]. The model consists of a collection of managers, actors
and policies, one of which is the adaptation automaton. The configuration is modelled using multi-sorted algebra and they present
an operational semantics based on an LTS. Iftikhar [24] defines
ActivFORMS, an executable model based on timed-automata for
modelling the adaptation manager. Garlan et al. [14] define the
Rainbow framework where adaptation is defined as a constraint
violation on the architecture. Tsigkanos et al. [37] use Bigraphical
Reactive Systems (BRS) [31] to model SA systems. The authors focus on cyber physical systems where the system can be decomposed
according to the physical layout to improve the scalability of the
models’ verification, and utilise runtime bounded model checking
at pre-defined time intervals to implement the adaptation decision
process. These are implementation approaches in which adaptation
patterns are chosen by the system designer and are embedded in the
approaches. SAA provides an abstract framework for verifying at
design-time the correctness of such systems and could potentially
be applied in these approaches.

8

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented SAA, an automata-based approach for abstract
modelling of self-adaptive systems. In our model we decompose
a self-adaptive system into three main components: the base system, providing core functionality, the adaptation decision process,
specifying how the system adapts, and the adaptation pattern, specifying when the system adapts. This is achieved through the use
of may-adapt transitions in the automaton of the base system, and
must-adapt transitions in the automaton of the adaptation pattern.
The full system is derived by the composition of these automata.
The adaptation decision process is modelled as a separate function
invoked at adaptation transitions. This decomposition of the system
allows us to explore multiple adaptation patterns without changing
the base system and the adaptation decision process. We have also
given a translation from SAA to FDR, though which we can verify key properties of self-adaptive systems, and whether different
adaptation patterns break these properties. We have also shown
that SAA embody a standard notion of computation and adaptation can enforce all safety properties. Although, our examples can
be modelled with vanilla finite automata or CSP, modification to
the adaptation pattern in those settings would require significant
change to the model.
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